
THE STRANGE TALE of MISTER WHITE

PIERRE R. LEVESQUE, known to us simply as "Mister White" and
symbolically as "The Rider on the White Horse," was a well-known
prophet in Canada who came to be highly feared by certain elements in the
Establishment.



"In 1984, a cable television film was broadcast by HBO (Time-Warner Inc.) that was a
deliberate character assassination of Pierre Levesque. Pierre, in the course of seeking
recompense for this slanderous broadcast, exposed a clandestine international criminal network,
with various governmental agencies, [including] the CIA and Time-Warner, Inc. playing key
roles to suppress personal liberty and individual enterprise."

"It may come as no surprise that the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency and Time-Warner, Inc.
appear to be core organizations, coordinating the network in the courts, governments and media
of Canada and the United States. More surprising may be the evidential conclusion that high
government officials, such as the President of the United States (President Bush, Sr. was a
defendant), the Prime Minister of Canada, and the Attorney General for Ontario serve as willing
executives of this clandestine network. The evidence suggests, moreover, that this international
criminal network may look to a single identified individual for worldwide direction. The
evidence converges on David Rockefeller, headquartered at Rockefeller Center, New York
City, as that individual."

"Among the US federal agencies involved as defendants or co- conspirators were the Central
Intelligence Agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Time-Warner, Inc., and the Bush
White House. The results achieved by the litigation were astounding."

- Quoted from THE LEVESQUE CASES by Pierre’s attorney, Alfred Webre

SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO (OTTAWA):
Levesque v. The Queen. Court file no. 13258 (S.C.O.),

Registrar enters $755,000,000.00 noting in default against Government of Ontario for
Government of Ontario conspiracy against LEVESQUE.

In the Canadian litigation, the court awarded the plaintiff a $755 million default judgment
against the defendant Government of Ontario as agent for the U.S. government.

This reflected the court finding that the Ontario Provincial Police acted as agents for the US
government and associated intelligence agencies in carrying out unlawful mind-control and e-
war operations against the plaintiff.

In the US, the case took an extraordinary turn. On appeal in 1991 to the US Court of Appeals
for the 11th Circuit, the Court of Appeals reported that they had "lost" the entire trial court
record of more than a dozen cartons. Investigation revealed that this action was probably done
by a cut-out from one of the defendant intelligence agencies.

Shortly after winning the default judgment under Ontario law, the Ontario courts placed an
order against Levesque prohibiting him to use the courts. Therefore he was effectively stopped
from prosecuting to collect his own judgment.

The corruption of the Courts by the mind-control networks is quite ruthless when it comes to a
litigation that exposes the networks.

The government of Ontario resisted payment of the default judgment vigorously. In 1998, the
plaintiff died (under mysterious circumstances) and his estate has chosen not to pursue the
litigation due to intimidation.



THE MYSTERIOUS DEATH OF MR. WHITE

In 2008, Frater Shiva asked Alfred Webre, Pierre's attorney and the author of THE LEVESQUE
CASES, how Pierre died.  He replied:

May 4, 2008 - Hi Shiva! Thank you for your email and your question. I actually
did not know the answer, so asked a colleague closer to the facts. Here is what he
wrote back:

"Alfred, A fact is that Pierre Levesque died in a Kingston, Ontario, hospital, in June
1998. I know of two witnesses; one is his wife, and the other is a Ms. Brown.

I scanned his house in 2002 with a detector, and there was still a directed beam coming
from the direction of Bancroft (NE).

Everything I will tell you, is speculation on my part. He went for a dental appointment
and was told his teeth were worn, such as workers in nuclear reactors. I assumed, it was
caused by the ELF. He was 47 years old, yet all his inner organs were damaged. I
concluded that he was irradiated until dead."            .......... [name withheld]

That speculation conforms with my own - that the political cause of death was

assassination by electromagnetic weaponry.

The medical cause of death I do not know, but would be available in his medical
records at the hospital. Many times the symptoms are simulated to be those of a
stroke, etc.                          With all best wishes, Alfred Webre

----------------------------------------------------------

And that same colleague's further communication, sent directly to Shiva stated :

May 6, 2008 - "Everything is speculation, at this time, because all those who were close
to him, at the time, remember very little of what he said.

He spoke, with such power, that I was never sure on what level he was addressing.
One lady drove him to the dentist, and he related a conversation about the excessive
wear between his teeth. The doctor told him, that the only similar cases that he had
seen, were of workers in nuclear plants. I scanned his Canadian residence, in 2002, for
bugs, radiation beams, and found it was still being irradiated.

I was not present at his death, but one of the doctors stated that all his internal organs
were breaking down. His death was attributed to congenital heart failure.

I spent 11 years working with him, and he never broached the subject of death or dying.
He had foreseen that he would not see his 50th Birthday. All the knowledge that he
shared with me was as a role model; he stood in self-love, never let on to any trespass
against him, no matter how close or personal. I had many spontaneous peeks at his
aura, and was greatly in love with that being. His passing is not as important as the
powerful impact, he had on all that were conscious of his presence.

I again thank you, because you are one of the few, who heard what he said and recorded
it.                                                                .......... [name withheld]



----------------------------------------------------------

Wild World Web (www) References

Information about Alfred Webre, the author of THE LEVESQUE CASES, is found at:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Webre

A description of some of the events described in the book, by Alfred Webre, can be found at:

http://www.mail-archive.com/ctrl@listserv.aol.com/msg47650.html

----------------------------------------------------------

The Book

THE LEVESQUE CASES

by Alfred Lambremont Webre

ISBN 0-9694459-0-3

Description: Coe Hill, Ontario: PSI Science Productions. Mostly a record of legal procedures
combined with a narrative of the exploits of certain agencies that attempted to harass, discredit
and discourage Pierre Levesque in his various suits against the Establishment..


